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This special model complements the intelligent CANEO product line.

Its equipment corresponds to that of the CANEO_S and is designed  

specifically for people taller than 1.80 m. 

nn Corrosion-resistant aluminium frame

nn Back angle 3°, seat angle 3°

nn Adjustable castor angle

nn Adaptable back (Velcro®)

nn Adjustable arm rests in Desk and Long versions, height-adjustable

nn Flip-back side panels

nn Adjustable lower leg length in 15 mm steps from 42 to 51 cm

nn Swing-away/detachable leg rests

nn Height-adjustable and angle-adjustable foot plates with heel strap

nn Locking brake / drum brake (depending on model)

nn Rear wheel 24“, PU incl. quick-release axle

nn Front wheel 7“, PU

nn Covers made of high-quality plastic

Accessories >>> Pages 16–17 and 20–21

CANEO_L 
Lightweight folding wheelchair

* plus 1 cm with drum brake     ** complete with leg rests and arm rests     *** complete with double cross bar 

Especially for 

body heights

> 180 cm

CANEO_L

Colour Ivory Ivory Ivory

Seat width (cm) 45 48 51

Seat depth (cm) 47 / 51 47 / 51 47 / 51

Seat height (cm) 48–57 48–57 48–57

Back height (cm) 46 46 46

Arm height (cm) 24 / 26 / 28 24 / 26 / 28 24 / 26 / 28

Overall dimensions (W* x H x L) (cm) 65 x 100 x 111 68 x 100 x 111 71 x 100 x 111

Overall length without leg rests (cm) 85 85 85

Width when folded (cm) 31 31 31

Max. user weight (kg) 150 150 150

Weight** (kg) 18.7 19 19.3

Item no. 222145 222148 222151

Item no.   Drum brake 223145 223148 223151

Simple conversion: switch from 
Long to Desk version in just a 
few seconds

 38 cm
 33 cm

The castor and adapter plate on the rear wheel enable 
the wheelchair to be adjusted for four seat heights 
without any further accessories.


